The Homeopath
Dr. Deepak K Tibrewal MBBS, MF (HOM) London
(ASD / ADHD Case Study)
Name:							Age:			Sex:
Date:               	                                            Tel:				
Email:
Mother:						Occupation:
Father:		                                           Occupation:
Address:_______________________________________________________

PRESENTING COMPLAINS:   

Inattentiveness

Poor attention to details or careless mistakes involving school and homework
Even while playing this is evident
Does not pay attention to listen when spoken to directly
Often does not follow instructions and fails to finish schoolwork, chores or duties in the workplace
Poor in organizing activities.
Avoids, dislikes or doesn't want to do things that take a lot of mental effort for a long period of time example: schoolwork or homework
Losses toys, school assignments, pencils, books etc
Is easily distracted
Forgetful in daily activities
Hyperactive
Fidgets with hands, feet or squirms in seat
Gets up from seat when remaining in seat is expected
Running about or climbing on wrong places
Plays very noisily
So high on activity as if "Burning candles from both ends"
Loquacity-talking too much
Starts answering before questions have been finished
Can not wait for his turn
Intrudes in others activity

COMMUNICATION STRNGTH:
Knows his or her name
Able to follow simple command like ‘No’ or ‘Stop’
Able to follow; bring that, put down etc
Ability to use 1word / 2 words / 3 words or more than 4 words at a time. 
Using sentences with 4 or more words
Able to express what he / she wants
Asks meaningful questions

SOCIAL STRENGTH:
Lost in their own world where we can not reach themIgnores people around
Pays little or no attention when spoken to
Uncooperative and resistant when forced to ..
Poor or no eye contact, frequent blinking 
Prefers to be left alone
Shows no affection to wards siblings or parents and relatives

COGNITIVE SKILLS:
Responds to own name
Responds to praise
Looks at people and animal / pictures
Does drawing, coloring 
Appropriate facial expression
Understands explanations
Aware of danger
Shows imagination and Initiates activities
Dresses self
Curiosity / Curiosity leading to exploration
Looks where others are looking
Toilet training.
Hair cutting, 
Visit to doctor

SENSORY ISSUES:
Looking at circling objects like wheel, fan etc.
Tendency of self rotation.
Rolling of paper
Verbal stymieing


OTHER BEHAVIORAL ISSUES:
Appearance: Cleanliness, Dressing sense, Hairs etc.
Mannerism: Shaking of hand, Wringing of hand, fondling cloths, frequently changing position, tearing or rolling paper/polythene sheets from used bags etc.
Hyperactivity…
Repetitive behavior…
Obsessive behavior…
Boredom…
Anger threshold….
Fear….
Weeping…
Destructiveness…

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:
Appetite :
Thirst: Liking for Warm or Cold 
Desires: Liking for a particular type of food; Sweets etc 
Aversions: For any food type.
Urine: Color, Odor etc. 
Stool: Color, Odor, and Consistency etc.
Perspiration: Color, Odor, other characteristics like: sweat starches the cloths.
Salivation: Salivation during eating, Talking or Sleep?
Sleep: Position, Posture, Dreams (Frightful, Waking him).
Weather: Effect of Temperature and Humidity.

RECURRENT PHYSICAL ILLNESSES:
Please mention if child suffers from any of the following:
recurrent cough and cold or Ear infection?
recurrent chest infection like pneumonia, wheezing etc?
recurrent upset abdomen causing  burps, flatulence, constipation , diarrhea?

HISTORY OF ILLNESSES SINCE BIRTH:
undue reactions to any vaccines like MMR  / Antibiotics uses etc.
Never been well since MMR
Others like infections etc.



FAMILY ILLNESSES:  ( To be filled by doctor ):


PRENATAL:Viral infections like Herpes, Rubella etc, use of synthetic sex steroids as contraceptives?
NATAL:History of un-natural events, like, infections, injury, bleeding, hypertension, Gestational diabetes, use of Alcohol and Tobacco etc.
DELIVERY:Vaginal / Assisted Vaginal / C-section
AT BIRTH:  Birth trauma, Physiological Jaundice, Difficult / prolonged labor – causing foetal distress

ROLE OF FOOD & NUTRITION:
Known Food allergies:Any dietary modification being followed:

DETAILS OF ONGOING TREATMENT & THERAPIES

Medicines:

Therapies:

